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Dear Friends:

I hope you enjoy reading about the remarkable accomplishments of the Idaho State University College of Pharmacy's professional and graduate students, outstanding faculty and staff, and dedicated alumni and friends. Each year, I marvel at the accomplishments we have made and it is always a pleasure to reflect on them. The faculty, staff and students continue to be very active in all the areas that contribute to the high quality pharmacy education expected at the College of Pharmacy. In this annual report, we are following the new University motto, “Leading in Opportunity and Innovation.” We are proud of the College’s past and have great expectations for its future.

Our mission has always been to provide an excellent education. We develop pharmacists ready for the rigors of pharmacy practice today and in the future, and pharmaceutical scientists to expand our knowledge of medications. Over the years, the College has distinguished itself by being at the forefront of professional and graduate education. The College is known for taking an innovative approach to teaching such as being one of the first to offer only the Doctor of Pharmacy degree, as well as one of the first to offer a Nontraditional Doctor of Pharmacy degree, and in using distance education. As we approach the 90th anniversary of the founding of the College, we have begun to make plans to honor that wonderful past. Please plan to join us in Pocatello August 1-2, 2008, to mark this event!

It is important to Idaho and the profession that we are able to offer an ISU pharmacy education to more students. Idaho needs more pharmacists. We attract the brightest and best students to the program. We develop a practitioner with the knowledge and skills to move the profession forward in providing the best patient care activities. With this in mind, we increased the incoming class size of the professional program three years ago. With facility and experiential constraints limiting the growth of the program in eastern Idaho, we had to be innovative. I am pleased to announce through a generous gift of $5,000,000 from The ALSAM Foundation, the College will be able to have dual campuses, offering all four years of the professional curriculum in both Pocatello and the Treasure Valley. This will also allow us to increase the class size by thirty-three percent. We have also been pursuing other sources of funding for this project and have secured $50,000 from the Walgreens Corporation. The Idaho Legislature and Governor have allocated ISU an additional $5,250,000 for development of the site for other ISU health professions programs. Bonds will be used for the remaining costs. The future is bright.

The College continues to meet its mission of education, scholarship and service that are covered in detail in this report. There are four distinct areas of scholarship: discovery, integration, application and teaching. Our faculty members are heavily involved in all of these areas. The Drug Utilization Review program continues to provide service to the State Department of Medicaid assuring effective medication use and cost savings. Fundraising continues to be important with the phonathon setting a record regarding donations, in addition to strong support from our alumni and friends throughout the year. The ALSAM Foundation also provided $50,000 per year for five years for minority scholarships.

The name of the Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences was changed to Department of Biomedical and Pharmaceutical Sciences to better reflect its mission. Two new programs of study that offer additional options for students in pharmaceutical sciences were also approved: A minor in pharmaceutical sciences and a non-thesis option for the Master of Science in pharmaceutical sciences with emphasis areas in medicinal chemistry, pharmacology and drug delivery. The minor in pharmaceutical sciences allows undergraduate students the opportunity to learn about this area and is the only program of its type in Idaho.

I hope you enjoy reading this report. As a member of the College, you share in these accomplishments. The tradition of excellence continues with our current students and graduates, something of which I hope you too are proud. It is through your moral and financial support that we continue our goal of excellence in all endeavors. Please feel free to contact me to discuss any of the report contents or any concerns regarding the College.

Best wishes,

Joseph F. Steiner, PharmD
Dean and Professor
Office of Student Affairs

Admission into the Doctor of Pharmacy program continues to be very competitive and interest in our program is holding steady. The College of Pharmacy received 509 applications by the February 1 deadline for the 2006 Doctor of Pharmacy admissions process. With the 2006 application process, the College created an on-line/web-based application. The response was favorable. While the actual pool of applications considered for admission was 509, there were nearly 1,000 applicants who started the on-line application process. Clearly, admission into the traditional Doctor of Pharmacy program continues to be highly competitive.

One hundred and twenty-eight of the 509 applicants were invited to the interview process. Of those, 60 accepted an offer for admission into the program. Applicants’ performance in the group discussions, interviews, and essays are an important consideration for acceptance into the program. Grade point average, previous degrees, experience and other factors are also included in the decision for acceptance.

Forty-five percent of students in the Class of 2010 hold previous degrees. This is a slight decrease from the previous year which had more Associates and Bachelors degrees overall. The types of degrees held include Associates degrees, Bachelors degrees and one MBA. This is a diverse group academically. Incoming students hold degrees in a variety of areas: biological sciences, business, education, engineering, international relations, psychology and sociology. Average overall and science grade point averages of incoming students are 3.6 and 3.66 respectively. Each of the incoming students has strengths and characteristics that should help them to do very well as they pursue Doctor of Pharmacy degrees and eventually become practitioners.

During the 2006-2007 academic year, fifty-seven students graduated from the traditional Doctor of Pharmacy program. The 2007 reports from NAPLEX indicated 98% of our graduates who attempted NAPLEX passed the exam. The pass rate for the College of Pharmacy was higher than the national pass rate of 87.2%.

Pharmacy Points of Pride: Student Body

As a public institution, the mission of the College’s traditional Doctor of Pharmacy program is to foster the profession of pharmacy and meet the needs of the citizens of the State of Idaho. As a result, approximately 80 percent of each entering class is comprised of Idaho residents. Some students are currently pursuing joint degrees such as a PharmD/MBA degree. Others are involved in faculty-directed research projects and have earned national recognition and research grants for their work.
Class of 2007

Outstanding Student

Idaho State University College of Pharmacy 2007 graduate, Evan Frasure III was one of eleven Idaho State University students recognized as a 2007 Outstanding Student Achievement Award recipient from his respective College. The awards are presented by the ISU Alumni Association and ISU Ambassadors. Criteria for selection include a minimum 3.5 grade point average and above average dedication to academic and educational goals. Where appropriate, work experience and community service are also considered.

Frasure joined 55 other PharmD graduates – leading the class processional during the University’s May 12, 2007 Commencement ceremonies.

Frasure, who held a 3.62 grade point average in five years at ISU, went on to a pharmacy residency program in North Carolina and hopes for a career in ambulatory care or academia.

Roger Hefflinger, PharmD, associate professor with the College’s Department of Pharmacy Practice, was named by Frasure as his most influential professor.

Frasure has served internships in various community pharmacies, been active in numerous professional and student organizations including ASHP and attended ISU on numerous academic scholarships. He is married to Gina Frasure.

The ISU Alumni Association named Heather Ruesch as a finalist for the award. Fellow classmate, Gretchen Matthews, was honored for her academic achievements from ISU-Boise.

Admissions: Entering Class Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2003</th>
<th>2004</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entering Class Size:</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males:</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females:</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Age:</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho Residents:</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other U.S. Residents:</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Students:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average GPA:</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>3.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Prepharmacy GPA:</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>3.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Faculty, staff and alumni, along with members of the local pharmacy profession, joined ISU College of Pharmacy student pharmacists in October 2006 for a month-long schedule of events in support of American Pharmacist Month. Sponsored by the American Pharmacist Association (APhA), the theme of this year’s celebration is “Know Your Medicine Know Your Pharmacist.”

ISU pharmacy student members of the Professional Pharmacy Student Alliance (PPSA) helped coordinate several events during the month including the annual Pharmacy Recruiting Fair, ISU College of Pharmacy Game Day and an open house at Leonard Hall where the public could receive information on the programs and outreach services the College provides.

Students also teamed-up with College faculty members, coauthoring weekly editorials regarding health care issues for the Pocatello Idaho State Journal newspaper.

The mission of Idaho State University College of Pharmacy is the preparation of pharmacy practitioners and pharmaceutical sciences scholars of tomorrow. In fact, the College’s motto is “Preparing Leaders in Pharmacy.” In the spirit of this vision, each year students are not only provided with advanced pharmaceutical and research education and training, but are given opportunities to enhance pharmaceutical care skills through participation in College of Pharmacy sponsored programs and events. In celebration of American Pharmacists Month “Know your Medicine Know your Pharmacist”, faculty and students would like to highlight some of the services offered to area residents.

**Operation Heartburn Awareness**

Operation Heartburn Awareness strives to educate as many people as possible about the severity of heartburn and keys to overcoming it. During the last school year, over 200 people sought counseling and/or screening services provided by College of Pharmacy students and faculty at local retail pharmacies. This year, Continued on Page 5

**American Pharmacists Month**

ISU College of Pharmacy students and faculty member volunteers gathered in front of Leonard Hall in October 2006 prior to the College’s open house in honor of American Pharmacists Month.
Continued from Page 4

the organization would like to expand its reach by providing services at local elderly care centers. Heartburn can be managed effectively, dramatically improving the person’s quality of life.

**Operation Immunization**

Operation Immunization endeavors to increase community awareness of the importance of obtaining appropriate immunizations, and provide the community with information about vaccines and vaccine-preventable diseases, as well as promote pharmacy students’ and practitioners’ roles as healthcare providers. Last year, student pharmacists immunized a total of 1,912 patients with influenza and pneumococcal vaccinations. During the summer, students delivered over 4,000 student-created childhood immunization pamphlets to local and surrounding daycare centers, doctor’s offices, pharmacies and hospitals. Currently, the group plans to expand its program by educating high school students preparing to leave for college about the meningitis vaccine.

**Operation Diabetes**

The goal of Operation Diabetes is to advocate diabetes control and prevention. An estimated 250 patients were screened in seven diabetic health fair events and two campus promotions during the 2005-06 school year. Students and faculty provided educational literature, blood glucose testing, gait analysis, foot checks and blood pressure measurements. Educational presentations were also conducted at selected elementary, high school and college classrooms. Students are presently planning activities for the current school year.

**Idaho Drug Information Service**

The College also provides answers to drug-related questions through the Idaho Drug Information Service (ID-DIS) located on the third floor of the Oboler Library at Idaho State University. Idaho residents and health care providers can receive answers to drug-related questions from staff that include a resident pharmacist, two faculty members, and undergraduate pharmacy students by calling or completing a secure web form.

**Idaho Drug Utilization Review**

College of Pharmacy students participate with faculty in providing drug utilization review services for the Idaho Medicaid program. The purpose of the Drug Utilization Review program is to improve patient care and reduce overall drug costs in the State of Idaho.

**Clinical Practice**

Students also participate in providing direct and indirect patient care. Students can be found in many of the community pharmacies, hospitals and other health-care settings throughout Idaho providing direct pharmaceutical care services to patients. Additionally, students indirectly affect patient care by providing education to practicing pharmacists, physicians and other health-care practitioners and by developing recommendations for drug formularies and medication selection criteria, all under the watchful eye of their pharmacy preceptor.

Marian Wright Edelman stated: “Education is for improving the lives of others and for leaving your community and world better than you found it.” Faculty and students hope through education we too can give back to the community that has given us so much. The Idaho State University College of Pharmacy faculty and students invite you to watch for these and other public events and hope you will not only “Know your Medicine Know your Pharmacist,” but that we will have an opportunity to meet and get to know you!

**College of Pharmacy Game Day**

ISU College of Pharmacy students form the traditional “Rx” symbol on the field of Holt Arena prior to the start of Pharmacy Game Day in October 2006.
Department of Pharmacy Practice and Administrative Sciences

Whether it is developing a new practice site, publishing an article, submitting a grant, accrediting a residency, or grading a case study, leadership, innovation and opportunities have abounded in the Department of Pharmacy Practice and Administrative Sciences. From 2006-2007 many questions of why, how and when were asked and answers are still evolving. As we have worked to keep the curriculum dynamic and responsive to needs, we are constantly striving to take calculated risks to improve things. National agenda items such as the desperate need for pharmacy leaders, implementation of medication therapy management and controversies about whether residencies should be required, impact us daily as does the growing number of pharmacy schools in the country.

Bragging rights for the Department are broad, but a big one is the number of faculty with board certification. The bar is high but one that benchmarks the quality of our faculty.

One of the privileges of academia are sabbaticals. This year’s deserving recipient was Dr. Karl Madaras-Kelly.

His scholarly accomplishments are many and his leadership in the research arena he readily shares with his younger faculty colleagues.

Opportunities have been plentiful this year and it is very clear from the leadership that has stepped up, that we are not alone. The Department has been in the process of actively reorganizing itself, and in the process, many faculty are recreating themselves. The dedication and the self-direction of the faculty and staff never cease to amaze me. As students relocate to Reno, Boise, and Coeur d’Alene, their future too unfolds with opportunities.

Earning the Preceptor of the Year Award was the best reward I could have ever been given. I must admit twenty years ago when I started teaching, I didn’t even know what pedagogy was. In my tenure at ISU, I have taught in rooms no bigger than a closet, and for the majority of classroom time there have been no students in the same room as I. Now with podcasts and video streaming, teaching and learning continue to be dynamic processes.

“Teachable moments” in clinic are taken cautiously due to HIPPA, FERPA, electronic patient medical records and PIX conversion. Electronic references are accessible to all and the biggest part of teaching is distinguishing realities from the “textbook” and building on experience. The Peter Principle is alive and kicking as I look forward to transitioning out of interim administration and returning to veteran patient care which is what drew me to pharmacy.

Pharmacy Points of Pride: Residency Programs

The ISU College of Pharmacy Residency Programs produce independent, versatile, well-rounded practitioners who exhibit pharmaceutical care excellence regardless of practice setting. Program offerings in Pocatello and Boise provide the environment essential to achieve the knowledge, skills and abilities needed to care for patients with a wide range of disease states.
ISU—Boise

The longstanding presence of the College of Pharmacy in Boise is being joined by a growing number of ISU academic programs and degrees. Physical space has expanded from a 900 square foot facility to a crowded 60,000 square feet.

The Boise pharmacy program is growing beyond the wildest expectations. Pharmacy faculty and students are looking forward with anticipation to a central teaching facility we can call home. Demand for student participation in community outreach such as flu clinics, diabetes screening and elder care is larger than the number of students. Efforts are underway to adjust the curriculum to incorporate these activities into the weekly class schedule so students can partner with various entities in the Treasure Valley.

Boise Pharmacy Residency Programs are thriving and I’m proud of the spirit of collaboration between the Boise VA, St. Alphonsus’ and St. Luke’s exhibited through pharmacotherapy rounds.

The Idaho WWAMI Mini Medical School Conference continues to be offered as it has for the past five years in Boise. This series is designed to teach the general public about specific organ systems. Speakers include our own faculty, along with University of Washington Medical School colleagues.

Inter-professional educational opportunities are many and Boise faculty members serve on the ISU Boise Dean’s Advisory Council, Strategic Planning Group and Research Task Force. ISU—Boise continues to be a presenting sponsor of the Health Care Hero Program. This is an annual competition of the Idaho Business Review publication and honors Idaho health care practitioners who demonstrated extraordinary commitment and dedication to the community.

Through the annual Boise Health Experience Night, high school students have opportunities to explore careers in health professions and sciences, visit with professors, clinical faculty and demo the human patient simulator lab. ISU Boise was honored this year to have President Arthur Vailas at the May 2007 Boise Commencement Ceremony. The privilege of seeing students walk across the stage and be hooded is a reminder of what all the hard work is about. Thank you for supporting the growth and being a part of the big picture.

Coeur d’Alene Site

Northern Idaho and Kootenai Medical Center (KMC) continue to grow and evolve as a clinical training site for P-4 pharmacy students. This year we were very please to expand the College of Pharmacy’s presence in Coeur d’Alene with the hiring of Dr. Michelle Steed as a full-time College of Pharmacy faculty member in Ambulatory Care. In addition to Dr. Mayne, six affiliate faculty: Michael Brandt, Pharm.D. (oncology - KMC), Amber Norbeck, Pharm.D. (anticoagulation - KMC), Russ Symbal, R.Ph. (mental health – KMC), John Wooldridge, Pharm.D. (critical care - KMC), Mauria Prince, R.Ph. (adult medicine – Bonner General Hospital), and Kristi Heaton, Pharm.D. (advanced rehab care – North Idaho Advance Care Hospital), were added to augment and support a broad range of clinical experience opportunities in the area. These additions allow for the provision of all required, and many elective, clinical rotations. Thus, providing a clinical training site where P-4 students can relocate to for the entire year. Continued growth in services and programs at KMC, combined with the exceptional support from KMC Administration, medical staff, and allied health professional colleagues provide a solid foundation for continued growth in ISU College of Pharmacy’s Northern Idaho programs.
Coordinated by Drs. Vaughn Culbertson, Catherine Heyneman, and Kevin Cleveland, the nontraditional (NonT) program is designed to provide practitioners the opportunity to earn a PharmD degree without returning full time to a college campus. ISU’s NonT program is a pioneer in nontraditional education in the United States. We continue to be on the forefront nationally with approximately 110 active students and 233 successful NonT alumnae. Our graduates have excelled; several of our alumnae now have faculty positions at various colleges of pharmacy, while others have won significant professional achievement awards. Recently, 1999 grad Dr. Klugh Kennedy co-authored a paper that was awarded the prestigious Lyman Award by AACP.

As the traditional curriculum has continued to evolve and change, so has the NonT program. We have completed the process of switching to an integrated, modular curricular delivery method. Technological enhancements to the new curriculum include lectures provided in DVD format instead of videotapes, which have resulted in considerable material and shipping cost savings as well as significantly improved quality. These improvements have also resulted in faster turnaround, clearer graphics, and enhanced quality assurance. The modular approach will allow students to learn one organ system at a time, beginning with the associated pharmacology and pathophysiology, ultimately progressing through therapeutics in a case-based learning format.

Non-Traditional PharmD Students

College of Pharmacy NonT students visit the ISU campus twice during their course of study. Pictured are (l to r): Ken Cohen (East Meadow, NY), Alex Dominguez (San Diego, CA), Joe Viscosi (Staten Island, NY), Alice Bahner (San Deigo, CA), Grace Cheng (Scarborough, Ontario, Canada), Souha El-Bolbol (Dharan, Saudia Arabia), Paula Marie Kwong (Corvallis, OR), and Peet de Villiers (Picton, Ontario, Canada)

Pharmacy Points of Pride: NonT Ranking

The ISU College of Pharmacy Non-Traditional Doctor of Pharmacy Program is listed by The Princeton Review as one of the top two distance learning pharmacy graduate schools in the United States.
Three former students of the College of Pharmacy joined the faculty beginning in the academic fall semester 2006; bringing a wealth of knowledge and experience to the College team.

**Dr. Karen Robinson**

Dr. Karen Robison, PharmD, class of 2001, joined the College faculty as adjunct assistant professor of pediatric clerkships at St. Luke’s Regional Medical Center, Boise.

In addition to precepting fourth-year pharmacy students, Robison’s responsibilities include working with the neonatal intensive care unit and adult oncology. She also provides pharmaceutical services via satellite pharmacies which includes drug distribution and dosing consults, drug information, discharge counseling, rounding with physicians, prescribing per protocols and providing nursing and pharmacy in-services. Robison assisted in the development and implementation of the Pediatric, PICU, and Neonatal services provided by pharmacy satellite.

Prior to her tenure with St. Luke’s Medical Center, Robison served as a staff pharmacist with Columbia HCA Wesley Medical Center in Wichita, Kansas.

She and her husband, Scott, a pediatric/neonatal pharmacist at St. Luke’s Medical Center, are the parents of Olivia, Adeline and Will. The couple both received their PharmD degrees through the ISU College of Pharmacy Nontraditional PharmD Program in 2000.

When not attending to career duties, they enjoy spending time with their family in the mountains skiing and river rafting.

**Dr. Brooke Pugmire**

Also joining the College in the capacity of clinical assistant professor is Dr. Brooke Pugmire, PharmD. Pugmire, also an ISU graduate, ’04, completed an ambulatory care residency with the College and Southeast Idaho VA Outpatient Clinic in 2005. She went on to serve a year pharmacotherapy residency with the Pocatello Family Medicine Clinic.

Pugmire’s primary duties with the College include serving as the liaison for the Idaho Drug Utilization Review (DUR) program. In this capacity she is responsible for the co-coordination and preparation of outcomes, studies and interventions, quarterly board meetings, quarterly newsletter articles and supervision of Pocatello Family Medicine/DUR residents.

Pugmire also provides clinical therapeutics lectures to pharmacy and physician’s assistant students, while serving as a co-preceptor for DUR advanced practice experiential students and a case studies facilitator.

When not seeing to her professional duties, Pugmire enjoys running, hiking, reading, sewing and spending time with her husband Adam.

**Dr. Eliza Borzadek**

Another 2004 ISU College of Pharmacy alumni joining the faculty is Eliza Borzadek, PharmD. Borzadek, clinical assistant professor, serves part-time with the College and the Pocatello Family Medicine Clinic.

Her primary duties with Family Medicine include the coordination of pharmacology curriculum, faculty development, journal club, rotation didactic, resident supervision and pharmacy student and introductory pharmacy practice experiences.

In addition, Borzadek is a case studies facilitator and assists with the case studies coordination.

Borzadek completed a pharmacotherapy residency with the Pocatello Family Medicine Clinic in 2006. Prior to pharmacy school, she earned an RN degree at ISU in 1998.

When not seeing to her professional duties, she enjoys hiking, skiing, reading, movies, theater and spending time with her husband Lukasz and daughter Sofie.
Department of Biomedical and Pharmaceutical Sciences

Contemporary research and education devoted to understanding disease brings together many different areas of study. This “multidisciplinary” character is certainly a feature of the renamed Department of Biomedical and Pharmaceutical Sciences. We selected the new name to best represent our identity as both researchers and teachers. Whether in the laboratory or the classroom our varied efforts go well beyond simply describing and understanding the actions of drugs, to more broadly understanding the biological basis for disease. The new name, recently approved by the Idaho State Board of Education, coincides with national trends at Colleges of Pharmacy.

Biomedical Research from Molecules to Mice

The eleven department faculty members of our department come from diverse scientific backgrounds including biochemistry, microbiology, pharmacology, pharmaceutics, physiology, and toxicology. Our faculty members are active in many different research projects.

A major interest in the department is neuroscience, the study of the nervous system. Projects are underway characterizing brain systems important for several disease states. For example, Dr. Daniel Selvage is studying brain control of hormones and stress-related disease. Another faculty member, Dr. Leslie Devaud, is nationally recognized for her landmark studies of gender differences in the response to alcohol. Dr. Fred Risinger, is well known for studies of genetic influences on drug sensitivity.

Cancer research is represented by the work of Drs. Alok Bhushan, Christopher Daniels, and Jim Lai. Dr. Bhushan devotes study to breast cancer and leukemia. Dr. Daniels has ongoing projects directed towards understanding lymphoid cancer. Dr. Lai studies brain cancer in collaboration with Dr. Bhushan, and has several other projects including studies of brain toxicity to metals.

Dr. Mark Olah’s research is broadly devoted to cardiovascular disease and specifically related to understanding vascular tissue growth. Dr. Cindy Wilson’s research is devoted to understanding skeletal and cardiac muscle function. Dr. James Bigelow devotes study to a variety of topics. One exciting area of interest is the identification of new drugs found in exotic plants. Dr. John Eley’s research efforts are broadly related to the development of methods to better deliver drugs into the body.

All our research efforts require significant funds to complete and our department maintains the quest for extramural research support from university, state, and national sources. Our faculty members have been successful in obtaining competitive grants from all of these sources including the National Institutes of Health.

Continued on Page 11
private industry, the Idaho State Board of Education, and ISU.

Educational Efforts

Department faculty strive to provide the very best in biomedical science education to our professional pharmacy students since they will see profound changes in the treatment of disease over the course of their careers including the introduction of new drugs and new technologies. Our educational efforts include traditional topics as pharmacology, medicinal chemistry and pharmaceutics. We also provide education in topics of emerging importance such as pharmacogenomics, medical genetics, nanoscience, oncology, and many others. In each of these areas knowledge is growing exponentially and our faculty members routinely instruct students about topics unknown several years back.

The department is also producing the next generation of biomedical scientists by offering graduate and undergraduate programs. The graduate program in pharmaceutical sciences offers the opportunity for students to earn a Master of Science degree or a Doctor of Philosophy degree specializing in pharmacology, medicinal chemistry, or drug delivery. Our graduate program is experiencing unprecedented demand and career opportunities in basic biomedical research are excellent. This year we received approval to offer an accelerated non-thesis M.S. program. Our graduate students come from a variety of educational backgrounds including pharmacy, biological sciences, and chemistry. Several students completed their graduate degrees this year and all found employment prior to graduation.

For undergraduates, the department provides instruction to several of the health professions programs including courses in pharmacology for nursing students and dental hygiene students. Beginning last year the department expanded its undergraduate efforts to offer new courses in pharmacology and pharmaceutical sciences. Students in any undergraduate program such as biological sciences, chemistry and psychology now have the option to earn a minor in pharmaceutical sciences. Students completing the minor in pharmaceutical sciences will have additional opportunities for employment in biomedical and pharmaceutical venues.

Future

We believe the biomedical sciences have a bright future at in the College of Pharmacy. Our department is a campus leader in basic research devoted to understanding and treating disease.
Alumni Relations and College Development

We have had a great year, but the most encouraging thing we saw last year was the increase of our donor base. These gifts impact the college operations dramatically. The College of Pharmacy budget, especially, the Dean’s discretionary fund which provides flexibility to award scholarships to needy students, including emergency needs; also helps to purchase library materials in support of new and expanded curriculum and underwrite a whole host of student life initiatives. The smaller unrestricted (Dean Discretionary) gifts are the life blood of the College of Pharmacy.

Idaho State University College of Pharmacy alumni are incredible and very generous helping us enrich the “mission” here at Idaho State University.

For every donor making a gift of $1,000 or more, we are fortunate to have as many alumni making gifts of equal sacrifice relative to their means --- and every one of your gifts is an endorsement of the College of Pharmacy mission.

Your Gifts Impact the College in a Big Way!

Pharmacy Donor Honor Roll

Special thanks to all the alumni and friends who generously support the mission of the ISU College of Pharmacy. Your investments help us to maintain the highest standard of instruction and to provide the resources needed to foster academic success among our students.

The gifts listed below are from January 1, 2007 through December 31, 2007. While space constraints limit our public acknowledgments only to those who made gifts of $100 or more, we thank all of the donors who made contributions.

$50,000 - $75,000
William Eames ‘57
June Peterson

$30,000 - $49,999
Frank and Joyce Savage ‘51

$7,500 - $10,000
Peter and Mee Woo ‘75
Joseph and Susan Steiner

$5,000 - $7,499
Lawrence and Debra Updyke ‘84
Joseph and Melba Carlson ‘61
Harold Driver ‘43

$2,000 - $4,999
Ara and Shirley Paul ‘50
Gary and Judith Tauscher ‘62
Mee and Peter Woo ‘75
Mark and Rachel Mailhot

$1,000 - $1,999
Ellen Joy Plein ‘47
Jeffrey Middleton ‘79
Daniel Dean and Kathy Lund Dean
Charles and Nancy Berry ‘54
Paul and Deoine Gunderson
George and Kimiko Tanbara

Annick and Ryan Dixon ‘02 & ‘04
William and Jennifer Wolfe ‘68
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David and Nancy Holt ’79
Wang and Marina Kan ’75
Donald Leonard ’74
Felix Nordyke ’51
Merilyn Ross ’81

$500 - $999

Tim and Carol Westby ’67
Robert and Christine Fischer ’72
Verlin and Ella Gingerich ’67
Roger and Wendy Rowe ’70
Christopher and Alice Daniels
Dana Diedrich
Jack and Lorna Botts ’60
Susan and Richard Evey ’73
Douglas and Brenda Fuchs ’97
Renaldo and Barbara Ganir ’77
Ralph Gorton
Alan and Patricia Harmon ’68
David and Claudia Nelson ’71
Richard and Elaine Ostler ’50
Chhitubhai Patel ’85
Robert and Jean Patterson ’49
Harold and Thelma Scott ’63
Sidney and Joyce Sly ’52
Richard and Dana Thorne ’76
Robert and Lynn Tyler ’73
Kay and Jerry Walters ’66

$100 - $299

James Lai
Nancy and Tony Lovgren ’79
John and Sandra Anderson ’75
Roger Brown ’05
Bruce and Yvonna Christensen ’59
Brent Cornell ’81 & ’98
Darrell Fike ’66
Richard and Mary Lou Fuchs ’60
Elizabeth Hall-Dremann and
Mitchell Dremann ’94
Kristina Jonas ’93
Jon Juergensen ’81
Bill and Vicky Kronenberg ’81
Douglas and Virginia Nau ’54
Catherine and Mike Piechowski ’93
Kent and Cynthia Quickstad ’83
Jack Rupp ’69
Harold Schwamb
Brandi and Greg Scott ’94
Dennis and Leslee Stoddard ’70
Alice Story
Kenneth and Anita Sue ’76
Gary and Janet Thomas ’68
Ronnie Weathermon ’95
Robert and Chrystine Wheatley ’72
Gerald Wilburn ’80
Stephen and Andrea Moss ’01
Joann Pennock ’48
Roger Hefflinger
James and Beth Alexander ’73

Lynn Anderson
Paula Blair ’72
Randy and Sherry Borcherdt
Albert and Lou Dean Bouvier ’50
James and Mary Brown ’65
James and Concetta Cannella ’02
Jerry Carter ’54
John Chelens ’96
Susan and Claude Connelly ’66
Julie and John Cristobal ’91
Wayne and Jane Crosby ’60
James and Marilyn Davison ’58
Ernest and Kathy Dokimos ’59
William and Patricia Dugoni ’63
Bob and Marianne Endo ’55
David and Dora Faux ’59
Frances Hargis ’57
Craig and Janet Haslam ’75
Samuel and Karen Hoagland ’76
Scott and Deann Huft ’87
Hi and Mary Jeppson ’54
William and Merlene Johns ’57
Daniel and Carolyn Jones
Ned and Mary Kikuchi ’55
Jack and Jennifer Kulm ’72
Lyn and Helen Lloyd
Aaron Long ’06
Laura Lybecker and Aubrey
Herrmann ’75
Gregory and Kathleen Maag ’67
Richard Mackie ’62
Brian and Tina McKillip ’79
LeRoy and Edith Miller ’70
Colleen Muelchi ’78
David and Beverly Nelson ’64
Cam Nguyen and Du Trang ’87
Leo and Susan Nickasch
Michael and Robyn Prime ’70
Alfred and Mary Runge ’53
Helmi Sarameh ’89
Robert and Stephanie Siemer ’68
Kenneth Templeton ’93
Rodney and Jayne Tucker ’76
Adrian Wong ’75
Nolan and Angela Wong ’77

Continued on Page 14
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Daniel and Penny Struckman ’00
Lucinda and DuWayne Walker
Guy and Donna Archambault ’70
Tori and John Booth ’95
Roger and Patricia Bovey ’93
Marion and Ben Bowen ’52
Francois and Janet Casabonne ’78
Betty Eastwood ’63
Leslie and Janet Gieselman ’94
Kelly and Donald Hollenack ’04
Edward and Terry Houston ’75
Michael and Dianne McClusky ’74
Peter Mgonja ’05
David Price ’58
Denis and Beverly Yost ’63
Frank and Laurie Maurino ’79
Eva and A. Jack Bishop ’48
Paul and Merriann Cady
Victor and Shere Curtis ’78
Marianne and Bob Endo ’54
Spencer and Angela Klaassen ’95
Faye and George Owens ’98
Tracy and Marcus Pettinger ’03
George and Helen Sedlmayer ’66
Patrick and Shirley Ackerman ’65
Adeboye Adejare
Amy Albertson ’04
Victor and Martina Allen ’78 & ’77
James Anderson ’72
Lynn and Barbara Archibald ’74
Kendall Ballard ’57
Donald Bard ’80
Jack and Lolita Beall ’51
William and Jill Belau ’99
Duncan and Sherry Bell ’79
Dawn and Gregory Berheim ’94
Abraham and Linda Bidaki ’80
Tracy and John Bideganets ’85
Paul Black ’98
Carol and Bruce Blackwell ’96
Gayla Bollinger ’00
Kathryn and Michael Brokaw ’00
Perry Brown and Gerry Schendel-
Brown ’79
Mary and Rodger Brubaker ’94
Terry and Danielle Burkes ’80
Shawna and Jay Dee Byington ’97
Robert and Susanne Campbell ’57
Harmon and Kristine Cannon ’93
Kyew Cho ’82
Charles and Christy Clark
Douglas and Christine Clayton ’76
Corson and Rosario Collet ’96 & ’78
James Culley ’81 & ’66
P. Gary Damiano
Gary and Barbara Dawson ’73 & ’71
Robert and Lila DeKlotz ’51 & ’55
Richard and Sandra Driskell ’59
Wendell and Alice Dunn ’56
Melvin and Flora Durham ’71
William and Peggy Eaton ’75
Kathryn and John Fader ’70
Philip Ferreira ’74
Michael and Mary Elisa Fox ’77
Patricia and Bradley Frasier ’80

Gifts help us help others
Pharmacy student health clinics, such as Operation Immunization are supported by the generous gifts from alumni and friends of the ISU College of Pharmacy
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Brent and Nancy Fricke ’68
Sidney and Cathrine Fry ’63
Edward and Dona Fuchs ’81
Kenneth Fuchs ’93
Stan Gibson
George and Shirley Golish ’53
Joseph and Francine Gomes ’95
Francis and Patricia Gray ’75
Jerry and Sharon Hanson ’68
Gregory and Arline Harmon ’79
Matthew and Kristin Helmboldt ’00
E. Darrell Henrichs ’69
Ira and Norma Hillyard ’49
Susie and Tatsumi Hirai ’75
Timothy Hoag ’78
Jack and Julie Holland ’57
Tony and Angela Howe ’78
Carol Hunter ’83
William and Sandra Hunter ’69
Leslie Jang ’70
Kent Jensen ’76
Glenn Johnson ’68
James and Cynthia Jordan ’94 & ’75
Glenda and Dee Jorgensen ’90 & ’88
Larry and Betty Juchau ’61
Thomas Jurewitz ’80
Milind Kale ’93
Tek and Constance Kee ’68
Yoshiteru and Ruth Kikawa ’44
L. Monte and Ruth Kuka ’55
Anita and Philip Lang ’78
Rebecca and James Littlewood ’77
Gregory London ’76
Jeffrey and Terry Luke ’79
Richard and Carole Lum ’61
Nancy and Dale Lundblade ’78
Pamela and David Maguire ’75
Elizabeth and William Martindale ’98
Errol and Connie Maus ’65
Lisa and Mark McBeth ’92
Dianne and Michael McClusky ’73
Deana McDermott ’06
Thomas and June McKenzie ’68
Dennis and Heidi McKinley ’79
Valerie and Cole McKinley ’97 & ’84
John and Karen Meiners
Emil and Susanne Meurer ’61
Kenneth and Ethlyn Miller ’51
Robert and Jennifer Miller ’98
Joanne Milot ’72
Gary and Diane Mondell ’77
Wade and Heather Moulton ’01
Roger and Adelia Murphy ’94
Edward and Claire Nakaya ’77
Eric Ng ’77
C. Richard Nixon ’50
Molih Orock ’04
Robert and Mary Parsons ’51
Kyle Peters ’03
Chanty Pin ’99
Jack and Patricia Potter ’51
Charles and Sharon Reade ’55
Margaret and Philip Rice ’93
Heidi and Garrett Riley ’04
Linda and Randy Rohwedder ’90 & ’88
Robert and Louane Roina ’63
Stephen and Henrietta Sakamaki ’62
Edward and Marie Sakamoto ’63
Christine and Ivan Salstrom
Doreen Schneider ’84
Kevin and Pamela Sims ’88
Betty Smith ’73
Dennis and Judy Smith
Kathie and Donald Smith ’79
Christine and Gregory Steckline ’94
Gene and Sharon Steiner ’69
Lamont Stuart ’56
Clarence and Kyoko Tanaka ’55
Nicholas and Sophia Tsai ’78
Debra and Lawrence Updyke ’84
Leonard and Vicki Valente ’81
Larry Valero ’68
Lynette and David Von Der Mehden ’78
Jack Walker ’55
Victoria Wallace ’98
Kim-Wah Wan ’77
Ralph and Ann Wheeler ’54
Nancy and William White ’64
Traci and John Winter ’96
Sidney Wong ’75
Valerie Wright ’77 & ’99
Kevin and Melinda Yearsley ’03
During the 2006-2007 fiscal year, the Idaho State University’s College of Pharmacy received a $5 million gift from The ALSAM Foundation to acquire more teaching and research space in the Treasure Valley and an additional $250,000 to provide pharmacy scholarships for minority students.

The ALSAM Foundation, a charitable organization based in Salt Lake City, is named in honor of Boise resident L.S. “Sam” Skaggs and wife Aline. The foundation supports a variety of causes and organizations, and is committed to improving the lives of people around the world.

“The ALSAM Foundation and the Skaggs family look forward to embarking on a partnership and association with Idaho State University and the College of Pharmacy,” said Ronny L. Cutshall, foundation president. “We are confident that with this gift the College of Pharmacy will improve the lives of many people through education and research.”

The $5 million gift is the largest single donation in the 90-year history of the College of Pharmacy, which is nationally recognized for training outstanding pharmacists who consistently place in the top 10 percent of pharmacy students taking their licensure exam.

“We are Idaho’s pharmacy college and we take this responsibility very seriously – striving to provide opportunities in pharmacy education to the entire state,” said Joseph F. Steiner, College of Pharmacy dean. “With the severe shortage of pharmacists today, it is important that we have sufficient numbers to meet Idaho’s demands for this important health care provider. We offer the last two years of our four-year curriculum in Boise and have about a third of our faculty located here. This gift from The ALSAM Foundation will make it possible for us to offer our entire curriculum in the Treasure Valley.”

Five minority students from the College were the recipients of scholarship funds from the $250,000 gifted to the College in $50,000 increments annually, which began in the fall of 2007.

ISU applied the $5 million gift toward the purchase of approximately 109,000 square feet of a building owned by the Meridian School District. ISU intends to renovate its portion of the building and move its Treasure Valley-based health science programs to the site, beginning in fall 2009. The section, which will house pharmacy, will be named the “L.S. Skaggs Pharmacy Complex,” in honor of Sam Skaggs, Steiner said.
Jennifer A. Garner Memorial Endowment

Idaho State University College of Pharmacy alumnus, Jennifer A. Garner, passed away on February 15, 2008, from complications of an extended illness. Garner was a member of the class of 2001.

She graduated with high honors and was the recipient of the Outstanding Student Achievement Award. Jennifer completed her clinical rotations at the Northern Nevada Medical Center in Sparks, NV, and the Washoe Medical Center in Reno. Following graduation, she went on to complete a pharmacy residency at the Boise Veterans Medical Center, where she continued to serve as a clinical pharmacist until her death. In 2005, she achieved the National Board of Pharmaceutical Specialties Certification in Pharmacotherapy.

“Our state and our College lost one of the truly shining stars of our profession,” said Dr. Eric J. Jarvi, Ph.D., former ISU College of Pharmacy faculty member from 1990 to 2002.

Jennifer was a member of the American Pharmaceutical Association-Academy of Students of Pharmacy, APhA-ASP, from 1996 to 2001, serving as treasurer, and participating on Operation Immunization, Pharmacy Fair, Poison Prevention Program and the Annual Spaghetti Feed and Auction subcommittees. As a member of that organization, she attended APhA national meetings as well as District VII midyear regional meetings. Jennifer also held memberships in the American Society of Health-System Pharmacists; the Idaho Society of Health-System Pharmacists; the Idaho State Pharmacy Association; Phi Lambda Sigma Leadership Society; Phi Delta Chi Professional Pharmacy and Rho Chi Pharmacy Honor Society.

A memorial endowment has been established in honor of Jennifer and the passion she had for her profession and school. Those wishing to contribute to the Jennifer A. Garner Memorial Scholarship Endowment may send donations to the Idaho State University College of Pharmacy, 970 S 5th Ave, Stop 8288 - Pocatello, ID 83209-8288.

For additional information, contact Dan Dean, director of development, at (208) 282-3655.

The Dr. Glenn Wright Corbett Scholarship Endowment

Glenn Corbett was born and raised in Grace, Idaho. He completed a B.S. degree in pharmacy from Idaho State in 1936. He went on to attend medical school at the University of Utah and Temple University in Philadelphia in 1942.

Glenn married Geraldine Corbett while serving as a flight surgeon in Los Angeles in May 1945.

Glenn practiced medicine at the Idaho Falls Clinic from 1947 to 1982 and was a well known and respected surgeon. Glenn - a loving family man, loved to fish the South Fork of the Snake River and fly his plane.

The endowment is designed to provide scholarships to first year students enrolled in the College of Pharmacy with a sense of professionalism and academic excellence. Established February 1, 2008.
The first student to enter the ISU College of Pharmacy graduate program in Pharmaceutical Sciences was Loren Hedrich, who graduated with an MS degree in pharmaceutical chemistry in 1963.

Loren's interest in the study of pharmaceutical sciences, and his relationship to another College alumnus was one of the reasons he chose this field of study.

His mentor, and brother-in-law, Reed Peterson, was also an alumnus here.

Recently, Reed’s wife, June Peterson, Kalamazoo, MI, made a special gift to the College or Pharmacy—donating funds to assist in the construction of laboratory facilities at the new ISU—Meridian building in the L.S. “Sam Skaggs” Pharmacy Complex. The room will bear her brother’s name.

Loren, a Pocatello High School graduate, when on to earn his PhD in medicinal chemistry from the University of Kansas and have a successful career with companies such as Shell Oil Research Division and Chevron.

He is also the father of three children, two daughters; Katherine Hedrick Minor and Theresa Hedrick Moser, both of Boise, ID, and Mark Hedrick of Las Vegas, NV.

Generous donors to the College, the Peterson family also began the Reed B. Peterson Faculty Development Endowment.

Reed Peterson’s impressive career spanned more than 40 years with the Upjohn Company. He served in various management positions around the country including Northeast U.S. Regional Sales Director (1966); Director of Domestic Pharmaceutical Sales (1970); and Vice President and General Manager of the Domestic Pharmaceutical Division.

“June and Reed’s longtime support of the College of Pharmacy has made a significant impact in our ability to provide excellent professional training to future pharmacists and researchers,” said Dan Dean, director of development. “In honoring her brother, Loren, the Hedrick and Peterson family legacies will be perpetual here at the College of Pharmacy.”

Graduate studies in Pharmacy

Dr. Kenneth M. James, assistant professor and the College’s first graduate student, Loren Hedrick

Pharmacy Points of Pride: Graduate Studies

The ISU College of Pharmacy’s master’s and PhD programs in pharmaceutical sciences, offer pharmacology/toxicology, biopharmaceutics or bioanalysis as areas of focus for graduate students.
Fiscal 2007

Financial Summary

The state appropriated budget for Idaho State University, College of Pharmacy increased to $3,624,547 in FY 2007 and is still the biggest component of our budget. The economy of the state has been improving. The state supported budget includes monies for faculty and staff salaries, equipment, materials, supplies, travel, and communication costs for the College of Pharmacy.

The College appreciatively received gifts in the amount of $164,812. Grants and contracts received by College of Pharmacy faculty and graduate students in Fiscal Year 2007 totaled $1,366,416 and the indirect cost recovery from some of those grants was $82,377. Earnings from endowment funds for the College were $615,810. Student fees added $1,306,726 to the College’s budget, and sales and services brought in $14,891.

Fulfilling the mission of the College of Pharmacy and meeting the needs of the educational, research and service programs of the College, requires more support than state funds alone can provide. Additional funding is needed for equipment, renovation of the pharmaceutics laboratory, support for distance learning technology, the development of computer-assisted learning modules for classroom and individual use, and special programs of the College. Annual giving and endowment income are vital components of the College’s budget.

Grants and Contracts Awarded

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Award</th>
<th>Principal Investigator</th>
<th>Funding Agency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$408,871</td>
<td>Chris Daniels</td>
<td>University of Idaho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,342,116</td>
<td>Vaughn Culbertson</td>
<td>Idaho Department of Health &amp; Welfare*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$227,069</td>
<td>Leslie Devaud, Fred Risinger</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$64,671</td>
<td>Vaughn Culbertson</td>
<td>Kootenai Medical Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$37,456</td>
<td>Vaughn Culbertson</td>
<td>Family Practice Medical Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$22,800</td>
<td>Karl Madaras-Kelly</td>
<td>Abbott Laboratories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$13,348</td>
<td>James Lai</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$8,864</td>
<td>Mark Olah</td>
<td>University Research Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$6,000</td>
<td>Fred Risinger</td>
<td>American Foundation for Pharmaceutical Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5,000</td>
<td>Dan Selvage</td>
<td>Faculty Senate, Research Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5,000</td>
<td>James Lai</td>
<td>Mountain States Tumor &amp; Med Research Inst.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4,975</td>
<td>Christopher Owens</td>
<td>Faculty Senate, Research Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3,566</td>
<td>Joseph Steiner</td>
<td>Idaho Department of Health &amp; Welfare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,101</td>
<td>Spencer Binks</td>
<td>Undergraduate Student Research Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>Vikas Sehdev</td>
<td>Graduate Student Research Committee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$2,151,837 Totals *some awards are for multiple years
Pharmacy Scholarships and Recipients

EIRMC Auxiliary Pharmacy Scholarship Endowment
Judith Marie Bernat Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Jeanette Low Pharmacy Scholarship Endowment
Paul and Eleanor Loscalzo Scholarship Endowment
Dr. Claudia Senekowitsch Memorial Fellowship
Dean Emeritus Frank P. Cosgrove Scholarship Endowment
Gordon R. Klotz Memorial Scholarship Endowment

Lane Alan Broyles Scholarship Endowment

Guy Curtis Waid, M.D. Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Richard M. and Barbara G. Wells Scholarship Endowment
Sidney L. and Hetty H. Sly Scholarship Endowment
Roy Y. and Linda Sumida Scholarship Endowment
Lucille H. Kingsbury Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Robert L. and “Bill” Dixon Memorial Scholarship Endowment
ISPA Past Presidents Scholarship Endowment
Pullen-Grey Pharmacy Scholarships
Joseph W. Carlson Scholarship Endowment
Harold W. and Lois A. Driver Pharmacy Fellowship
Frank L Savage Scholarship Endowment

AD and Irene S Rounds Scholarship Endowment
Walter H and Wayne B Carte Scholarship Endowment
Ara and Shirley Paul Scholarship Endowment
Michael and Robyn Prime Scholarship Endowment
Robert and Janice Goettsch Scholarship Endowment
Michael Edward Araki-Kawaguchi Scholarship Endowment
Fredric E Schwamb Scholarship Endowment
Neal Atlee Broyles, Jr Scholarship Endowment
Sylvan L Kuhn Scholarship Endowment
Colonel Garth H. Holmes Scholarship Endowment
Ralph E and Betty L Smith Scholarship Endowment
E, I and J Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Lawrence W. and Debra L. Updyke College of Pharmacy Endowment

Pharmacy Scholarship Endowment

The Asian American College of Pharmacy Alumni Scholarship Endowment
The Bolujo F. Tunrarebi Memorial Scholarship Endowment

Stanley M. Reinhaus Family Foundation

Mary Gunderson Moss Scholarship Endowment
George T. Murray Endowment
Rosemary Sampson Wells Endowment
W. Robert Hepworth Endowment

William G. Story Scholarship Endowment

Dan Telford
Cuong Ly
Sherity Zieber
John Evey
Vikas Sehdev
ara Miller
Jaime Moe

Brady Brower
Derek Gunter
Patrick Hayes

Brandon Clegg
Jesse Owen
Alisa Stewart
Lisa Patterson
Karmen Kemmerer
Karla Quia-Park
Amy Morgan
Douglas Boehme
Audra McCoy
Ben Cook
Joshua Gehrke
John Huston
Jacqueline Brown
Jennie James
Sherity Zieber
Jennie James
Kim Van Wyk
Peter Gibbons
Dan Telford
Heather Meyers
Heather Ruesch
Amy Stokes
Amanda Harrison
Cori Bosserman
Hussein Mussa

Whitney Bennett
Adam Romney

Cong Tran
Edward Tambi

Christopher Chevalier
Tanya Graham
Ginger Hodge
Jeffrey Nielsen

Amy Morgan
Jaime Moe
Kendall Yoder
Abbey Mayes
Adam Romney

Bridget Heindel
EIRMC Auxiliary Pharmacy
- William Allred
- Josie Huerta
- Matt Washburn
- Donna Araki
- Jacqueline Brown
- Brandon Clegg
- Benjamin Cook
- Tyler Creason
- Peter Globons
- Thane Grover
- Amanda Harrison
- Bridget Heindel
- Jennie James
- Dane Kaster
- Karmen Kemmerer
- Jason Murphy
- Hussein Mussa
- Daniel Telford
- Kendall Yake
- Ty Bazil
- Lindsay Black
- Evan Frasure III
- Elizabeth Hardin
- John Holmes
- Gretchen Matthews
- Kim Van Wyk
- Jason Watts
- Jennifer York
- Qinyan Yu

Kasiska Family Foundation
- John Bronsell
- Ryan Mallory

Albertsons Sav-on/SUPervalu Pharmacies
- Clinton Brown
- Denise Evey
- Nancy Seroski
- Elizabeth Wonderlich
- Sharon Wong

FredMeyer
- Rena Campbell
- Karleen Lynes

Bi-Mart Pharmacy
- Kennet Jones
- Alan Keele
- Terry Leuenhager
- Megan Moulton
- Tony Wright

Wal-mart
Shopko Stores, Inc.
1st Year Pharmacy Student Scholarship
Idaho Society of Health System Pharmacists
Gary's Drug Center
William M. Eames Practice Management College of Pharmacy Scholarship Fund

Cathi Daily Ketterling Scholarship Endowment
Nile Boyle and Julie Boyle Lindquist Endowment
John O. and Ester L. Wallace Endowment
John B. and Virginia Kanarr Endowment
Elise Krueger
College of Pharmacy
Reed B. Peterson Faculty Development Endowment